Abstract-Future mobile traffic growth will require 5G cellular networks to densify the deployment of small cell base stations (BS). As it is not feasible to form a backhaul (BH) by wiring all BSs to the core network, directional mmWave links can be an attractive solution to form BH links, due to their large available capacity. When small cells are powered on/off or traffic demands change, the BH may require reconfiguration, leading to topology and traffic routing changes. Ideally, such reconfiguration should be seamless and should not impact existing traffic. However, when using highly directional BH antennas which can be dynamically rotated to form new links, this can become time-consuming, requiring the coordination of BH interface movements, link establishment and traffic routing. In this paper, we propose greedy-based heuristic algorithms to solve the BH reconfiguration problem in real-time. We numerically compare the proposed algorithms with the optimal solution obtained by solving a mixed integer linear program (MILP) for smaller instances, and with a sub-optimal reduced MILP for larger instances. The obtained results indicate that the greedy-based algorithms achieve good quality solutions with significantly decreased execution time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile traffic predictions expect the growth of mobile data to reach 49 exabytes per month, by 2021 [1] . To increase capacity and support new use-cases, 5G networks will focus on the densification of small cell base stations (BS) and improvements on the used wireless spectrum [2] . However, the densification of BSs will bring new challenges to the backhaul (BH), as it is not feasible to connect all small cells through fiber-cabled links to the core network. As an alternative, a 5G wireless BH can be formed by establishing multiple millimeter-wave (mmWave) links, which can provide the required bandwidth to forward the user equipment (UE) traffic. By forming multi-hop paths, the mmWave small cells can forward aggregated UE traffic towards gateway nodes, forming a dense BH mesh topology, where each node can potentially form links with multiple neighbors.
When traffic demands change over time, the wireless BH can be reconfigured by adaptively turning on/off small cells to provide localized capacity on demand. By turning off not needed BH nodes, the BH energy consumption and operational costs can be reduced. Additionally, if any of the BH mmWave 2019 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. Permission from IEEE must be obtained for all other uses, in any current or future media, including reprinting/republishing this material for advertising or promotional purposes, creating new collective works, for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or reuse of any copyrighted component of this work in other works.
links fails due to e.g. long-lasting obstacle blockage, the topology should be adapted to provide forwarding alternatives. Ideally, changes in topology due to new nodes and links being activated or updates of the forwarding states should be seamless to existing UE traffic.
Due to the path loss properties of mmWave links, highly directional antennas with high gain are needed [3] . This requires either the sectorization of multiple large antenna arrays (e.g. with 8 × 8 elements), or using passive reflect arrays/lenses, that focus high gain beams on a single focal point. Such passive reflect arrays can be mounted on mechanical steerable platforms [4] , where the antennas can be rotated and aligned to form links with different neighbor small cell BH nodes. When a new link must be formed, its mechanical alignment is not immediate and can take several seconds to be completed [5] , during which traffic routed over that link is lost. Consequently, a seamless BH reconfiguration becomes challenging.
To manage the wireless BH, software-defined networking (SDN) based approaches have been proposed, where the (re-)configuration is handled by a centralized control plane entity. The SDN control plane is not only responsible for BH forwarding, but also for interface alignment and configuration of BH links between small cells. While SDN-based wireless BH architectures have been previously deployed in indoor and outdoor testbeds [5] - [7] , the calculation of new BH configuration states has only been studied using mathematical models. Examples optimize the BH topology, routing, and UE assignment, while minimizing the energy consumption [8] - [10] . However, the orchestration of the different steps to transition from an existing topology to a new one has not been thoroughly considered. Such orchestration is an NP-hard problem which involves coordinating the alignment of the mmWave transceivers, establishing new links, and rerouting existing BH traffic. In [11] , we proposed an exact mixed integer linear program (MILP) for optimal BH reconfiguration to minimize the total packet loss. Although the proposed MILP optimally orchestrates the reconfiguration, it does not scale due to the problem complexity.
This paper presents fast and scalable greedy-based heuristic algorithms for the reconfiguration of the steerable wireless BH. The main greedy steerable BH reconfiguration algorithm (Greedy-SBRA) selects temporary BH links to be established during the reconfiguration in order to reduce the packet loss. It calculates the required antenna movement to form those links, based on a ranking function that considers different link attributes and their respective weights. To achieve high-quality results, the Greedy-SBRA requires prior parameter tuning to select the best weights for the link attributes, for each problem instance. While this approach is significantly more scalable than the MILP, it can still be time consuming and not entirely suitable for online reconfiguration. Therefore, we propose a randomized multi-start variant, called MS Greedy-SBRA. This variant iteratively runs the Greedy-SBRA with different weights, while randomizing the algorithm's link selection phase, for further solution diversification.
We evaluate our algorithms with respect to packet loss and algorithm execution time for multiple topologies, maximum reconfiguration time, and available antennas per node. Our numerical results demonstrate that the greedy algorithms can achieve good quality solutions with significantly reduced execution time for the test cases where the optimal MILP could be solved. For larger cases, we compare with a less complex MILP (referred to as PVF-MILP), that provides sub-optimal solutions by fixing a set of decision variables from the MILP problem. For these problem instances, the proposed heuristics in most cases obtain better results in reduced time.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the steerable wireless BH problem definition. Section III presents our proposed reconfiguration algorithms. Numerical results are detailed in Section IV and the paper is concluded in Section V.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We consider a small cell mesh BH formed by directional mmWave links, composed by a set D of small cell nodes with D elements. Each BH node d ∈ D is located at
Additionally, we assume a subset I ⊆ D of the small cell nodes is connected to the core network through a fiber link with unlimited capacity. Each node d has a set of wireless network interfaces N with N elements. Every interface n of each node d is composed by a mmWave transceiver, placed on an independent mechanical rotational platform. Each mechanical platform can rotate horizontally over 360°and vertically between -45°and 45°. We assume that all antennas rotate with the same speed and are all calibrated to have the same reference position at 0°. For simplicity, we focus on the alignment over the horizontal axis.
To form BH links, two interfaces from different nodes within line-of-sight need to be aligned. A binary matrix δ with D × D elements defines the nodes that can form mmWave links. A matrix V with same dimensions lists the required angles to align the BH nodes' interfaces, based on the values from pos d . We assume the links operate in the 60 GHz band and calculate their average throughput R dd ′ , considering the path loss due to propagation and atmospheric conditions, as in [12] . Each BH node serves a given traffic demand ρ d (measured in Mbps), corresponding to the associated UE requirements. We only consider downstream traffic, as we assume that upstream traffic does not have high bandwidth requirements and can share the links with downstream traffic. Therefore, we create the wireless mesh topology by forming unidirectional links from the core-connected BH nodes to the rest of the BH. Our objective is to orchestrate the BH reconfiguration to transition from an initial state C1 to a final state C2 as seamlessly as possible, by minimizing the disruption of UE traffic, i.e. the total packet loss until C2 is established. Such reconfiguration between C1 and C2 requires the coordinated realignment of the BH interfaces, forming new links, and rerouting the traffic, given a limited amount of time T K (in seconds). A proper reconfiguration can be orchestrated by a SDN control plane, where the SDN controller or a dedicated computational entity calculates and triggers the proper antenna re-alignment to form temporary links that are used to establish backup paths while new links are being formed [5] . If the reconfiguration is not properly orchestrated, existing links can break before backup paths are available, leading to high packet loss. When the traffic demand changes significantly, state C2 can be different from C1, requiring new links to be formed and routes to be updated in order to avoid congestion.
State C1 is defined by the initial alignment of all the antennas, given by a matrix A 0 with D × N elements. In addition, a set X init lists the initially formed links, where each
Similarly, C2 is defined by a set of links X end with the final (target) topology links. We assume time T K is divided into K time slots, and each time slot k, where k = 1, . . . , K, has a duration of τ seconds. We define τ as the time required to rotate an interface by θ°, i.e. the minimum rotation angle. As an example, in Figure 1 , the initial C1 state is given at k = 1 (Figure 1a ), while the final C2 state is reached at k = K (Figure 1b ).
III. GREEDY-BASED HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS
In [11] , we proposed an exact MILP for the described steerable wireless BH reconfiguration problem. Since the problem is NP-hard, herein we propose scalable greedy-based heuristics which can solve larger instances in reduced time.
A. Greedy Steerable Backhaul Reconfiguration Algorithm (Greedy-SBRA)
The main goal of the Greedy-SBRA is to form links during the reconfiguration from C1 to C2, using links from both states and additional temporary links. During a pre-processing phase, we assign a score to each possible link, based on a set of computed attributes. Then, we apply a greedy procedure to iteratively select the most promising links to form. For those links, we fix their interface movement decision variables, maximizing their active duration during the reconfiguration. 
LinkScores ← LinkScores ∪ score (dnd ′ n ′ ) ; 9 end 10 sort LinkScores by decreasing order; / * Final link selection phase * / 11 while LinkScores = ∅ do Once all links are defined over all time slots, we use a linear program (LP) to solve the associated traffic routing, which minimizes the total loss.
The algorithm pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1 and detailed below. Additionally, Table I lists its respective input parameters and variables.
1) Pre-processing phase:
The pre-processing phase determines which links could be possibly formed during the reconfiguration, based on the interfaces' alignment in C1 and links from C2. For each link, a set of attributes is calculated, which is used to evaluate the link's potential in the subsequent Figure 2c (with limited possible links, for simplicity), the initial topology in Figure 2a , and the final topology in Figure 2b , the table in Figure 2d shows the preprocessed link attributes (lines 1-3). In this example, X init is formed by { (1 1 3 1 )} and X end by { (1 1 5 1 )}, and we assume K = 20 and θ = 10
• . Considering the minimum time slots to rotate each interface from link (1 1 (1 1 2 1 ) .
2) Link ranking phase: This phase ranks each possible link with a score (line 6), using the following seven attributes:
• Number of time slots required to form the link;
• Maximum active link time;
• Number of initially unused interfaces (if d n and/or d ′ n ′ are not part of a link at k = 1);
• Traffic demand from both interfaces in X init ;
• Traffic demand from both interfaces in X end . All attribute scores are normalized and multiplied by a set of weights W, where its elements are 0 ≤ w i ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , 7. Increasing w i for a given attribute favors links that have a higher value for that attribute (see Section IV for tuning these weights). The sum of all weighted attributes sets the link score (line 7), which is added to the set of link scores (line 8). The final link score list is sorted in decreasing order (line 10). For all K topologies, we then compute the optimal routing using an LP to minimize the total reconfiguration packet loss (line 33), according to ρ and R. The LP problem uses three continuous variables that specify the input rate at each node d ∈ I, the data rate between each node pair d and d ′ , and the loss on each node d ∈ D. It uses flow conservation constraints, as in Equation 8 from [11] , which guarantee that the total input rate and packet loss of each node are equal to their total output rate and traffic demand.
B. Multi-start Randomized Greedy-SBRA
The best results with the Greedy-SBRA are achieved when an optimal weight set W is used in its link ranking phase. Yet, finding the optimal weight set with exhaustive parameter tuning can be time-consuming. Instead of running a single Greedy-SBRA iteration with random weights or with a generic weight set, the algorithm can be improved by running a multistart variant that tests Ω random weight sets. For further diversification, the link selection phase is modified by randomly choosing one link from the first ξ elements from the ranked link list (modification of line 12 from Algorithm 1). If ξ = 1, the approach is pure greedy, while for ξ > 1 the approach is randomized, returning different results on each run. For each weight set W, the Greedy-SBRA starts with ξ = 1, followed by I iterations with ξ = E. Consequently, the Greedy-SBRA is executed Ω × (1 + I) times, and the best-found solution is returned as the final one.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we aim to answer the following questions: how good is the solution quality of our heuristics and are they suitable for online reconfiguration?
A. Baselines
To compare the solution quality of the greedy algorithms, we benchmark against the following algorithms: • Optimal results (MILP): To calculate the optimal reconfiguration sequence that minimizes packet loss, we use the exact MILP from [11] . Because the problem is NP-hard, we can only solve topologies with low K time slots (e.g. up to 21) and low number of nodes D. Thus, we can only compare the results for smaller problem instances.
• PVF-MILP: To solve larger problem instances in reasonable time, we run a partial variable fixing MILP (PVF-MILP), which finds sub-optimal solutions. It is derived from the MILP in [11] , by fixing the movement decision variables for the interfaces from the links in X end , having them reach their final destination as early as possible. The remaining interfaces' alignment and traffic routing is then optimally solved using the MILP (which has reduced complexity). 
B. Experimental Setup
We evaluate the proposed heuristics using multiple topologies, varying the number of mesh nodes D and network interfaces N (Table II) . Each topology has a number of core network connected nodes, |I|, and number of served users, with respective demands. The Grid topology is formed by a 4 × 4 mesh where every node is placed over every s = 180 m and then shifted on the x and y axis by two independent random variables following a normal distribution, with µ = 0 and σ = s 8 [11] . The Hexagon topologies follow a hexagonal layout, with 19 nodes (small) and 37 nodes (large), spaced with 140 m increments on both x and y axis [13] . For simplicity purposes, we consider θ = 10
• and τ = 0.2 s, corresponding to a 360°rotation in 7.2 s. The maximum capacity of each mmWave link is computed using [12] for the 60 GHz band, with a transmit power level of 23 dBm. We use a truncated Shannon equation to limit the data rate between 4.64 Gbps and 1 Gbps, based on the channel quality [11] . Each user demand is randomly assigned to a node d ∈ D for a given input probability (i.e. 70% of the users require 50 Mbps, 20% need 75 Mbps and 10% have a 100 Mbps demand). The total demand ρ d is selected to be large enough to congest the links from the nodes d ∈ I when N = 3, and to provide a lower load when N = 4. With lower N values, i.e. N = 2, the BH cannot handle the total demand, resulting in packet loss at each C2 state, which leads to the increase of packet loss with higher K values, even with the optimal reconfiguration [11] . Moreover, with N = 5 or higher, the BH links would be vastly underutilized and the optimal problem complexity significantly increases, not allowing to use the original MILP from [11] to benchmark optimal reconfiguration solutions.
The initial C1 and final C2 states are generated by creating two different traffic demands. On each, we compute the optimal routing using a simpler variant of the exact MILP that does not have the interface movement related constraints [11] .
is the minimum number of time slots required to reconfigure a topology when at least one interface must rotate 180°.
All algorithms run in Matlab R2017a, using an Intel Xeon E5-2630 2.30GHz CPU (20 cores) and 184 GB RAM. The MILP is solved using Gurobi 7.5.2 [14] .
C. Link Attribute Weight Selection
The Greedy-SBRA results depend on the selected weight set W used to rank potential links. To determine good weights, we ran the Greedy-SBRA with multiple weight combinations for each problem instance. Each attribute weight was varied between values {0, 0.33, 0.66, 1.0}, generating a total of 4 7 combinations. The results of running Greedy-SBRA with the best found weights for each topology, K, and N are denoted as Tuned Greedy-SBRA. While such offline parameter tuning yields good results and is more scalable than the MILP, it is not suitable for online usage, as it requires new tuning every time the input problem parameters change, e.g. K, N , or ρ d .
In addition, since establishing a single generic weight profile to be used for all instances did not yield satisfactory results, we propose running the multi-start algorithm variant from Section III-B, referred to as MS Greedy-SBRA. The results are shown for 20 random weight sets (Ω = 20). For each weight set W, the link selection phase was run once as pure greedy (ξ = 1) and 10 times (I = 10) with E = 10, randomly choosing one of the best 10 links from the ranked link list in each step. Hence, the MS Greedy-SBRA ran 220 iterations of the Greedy-SBRA. Running more iterations can slightly improve the solution quality at the expense of higher runtime. Figure 3 shows packet loss for the Grid topology for N = 3 and N = 4, for all the described algorithms. We present the total packet loss instead of the packet loss rate, since the total loss rate decreases substantially with higher K values (caused by more data being transferred during the reconfiguration, with the packet loss not increasing with the optimal reconfiguration solution [11] ). Therefore, we are mostly interested in the overall packet loss during the reconfiguration, when varying the used K values. Because of its complexity, the MILP could only solve problems up to K = 25 with N = 3 and up to K = 21 with N = 4. The optimal packet loss decreases when K is increased, as a larger reconfiguration interval allows more backup paths to be established, while reducing the probability that the rotation of multiple interfaces from the same node overlaps in time (e.g. if all interfaces from a gateway node are rotating, all remaining nodes are disconnected). The All links fixed algorithm has the same loss for all K values (1.45 GB, 14% more loss than the optimal solution with K = 19), as its behavior does not change when varying K. The PVF-MILP results are also constant with K for this topology (7% more loss compared to the optimal solution for K = 19), since most of its interfaces are used in the final state and its nodes do not have a high number of possible neighbors. Thus, the optimization of the unused interfaces' movement does not vastly improve the solution. Both greedy algorithms achieve similar performance, although Tuned Greedy-SBRA has slightly lower loss than MS Greedy-SBRA. The results of both algorithms are close to the ones from PVF-MILP (0.2% more loss) and better than All links fixed by 5% on average. With N = 4 (Figure 3b ), we observe a ≈ 39% decrease of packet loss from the optimal solution with K = 19, when compared to N = 3. Moreover, the packet loss decreases by 25% from K = 19 to K = 21. When the number of antennas per node increases, the number of possible links during the reconfiguration also increases. that while the optimal packet loss never increases with a higher K, this is not always the case with the Greedy-SBRA. Namely, as each link is configured to remain active during its MALT, increasing K can lead to reconfiguration intervals where the BH stays in an intermediate topology with high packet loss, for a longer period of time. When that happens, a higher K can lead to more packet loss.
D. Numerical Results
With the Hexagon small topology, it is possible to solve the MILP for values up to K = 21, for both N = 3 and N = 4 (see Figures 4a and 4b ). With N = 3, the All links fixed shows almost 52% more packet loss compared to the optimal solution with K = 19. With PVF-MILP, the total loss decreases to ≈ 1.6 GB (25% more than the optimum). For this topology, the Tuned Greedy-SBRA slightly outperforms MS Greedy-SBRA in most cases, but both algorithms outperform the All links fixed and PVF-MILP. With the total loss decreasing with the increase of K in this topology, the results from the Tuned Greedy-SBRA are lower than the best optimal solution found, when we allow more reconfiguration time slots (K ≥ 30). This shows that using a fast-heuristic to solve the BH reconfiguration that allows higher K values can lead to less packet loss, when compared to the optimal solution found with a MILP for solvable K values. With N = 4 in this topology, the MILP reconfigures the BH at negligible loss (1 MB) for K = 20 and K = 21. Yet, the PVF-MILP and All links fixed algorithms result in large packet loss. The proposed greedy approaches approximate the optimum, and the packet loss decreases with higher K values. Figure 5 shows the loss for the Hexagon large topology, where the MILP can only solve for K = 19. For this topology, the optimal solution only improves 7% when increasing N . For N = 3, both greedy algorithms outperform the variable fixing heuristics. The Tuned Greedy-SBRA gives the best heuristic results, with a total loss 20% higher than the optimal solution with K = 19, and slightly decreasing with higher K values. For N = 4, the PVF-MILP outperforms the MS Greedy-SBRA for K ≤ 25, while the Tuned Greedy-SBRA still gives the best results among the heuristics. Note, that for K ≥ 25, the Tuned Greedy-SBRA achieves results up to 20% lower than the optimal solution obtained with the MILP, for K = 19. Table III shows the execution time for all algorithms for K = 19, 25, and 35. The solver times for the optimal MILP exponentially increase with the problem size (therefore, not all problem instances could be solved). The runtime of the PVF-MILP also increases dramatically when increasing N from 3 to 4, although it was able to solve all problem instances. However, for large topologies, this approach is also not suitable for online optimization. The All links fixed algorithm has overall the lowest running times, since all movement variables are fixed without complex pre-processing.
The Tuned Greedy-SBRA runs faster than 1 s for most cases, but the shown execution times do not include the time needed for parameter tuning, which was in the order of hours. The MS Greedy-SBRA runs 220 iterations of the Greedy-SBRA with different weights, yielding somewhat higher execution times, but without prior offline tuning. As future work, the runtime of the MS Greedy-SBRA can be significantly reduced by parallelizing its execution on multiple CPU cores (in this work, we used a single core). In addition, we can dynamically adapt its Ω and I values based on each iteration's runtime and on the improvement over the previously found best solution.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose greedy-based heuristic algorithms that orchestrate the reconfiguration of a small cell wireless BH. The BH radios use directional mmWave antennas, which are aligned through steerable mechanical devices, that need to rotate to form new links. The reconfiguration should be seamless to existing traffic and involves the rotation of the mmWave interfaces, link establishment, and BH routing updates. In our evaluation, we compare the performance of our heuristics against different benchmarks in terms of packet loss and execution time, for different topologies and scenarios. Our results show that our algorithms run fast, can be used for the online optimization of BH reconfiguration, while giving good quality solutions with respect to packet loss. As future work, we will improve the parameter tuning by using machine learning approaches and integrate our algorithms with a real SDN-based small cell mesh BH testbed.
